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2013 survey of U.S. architectural 
registration boards by NCARB indicates 

that there are currently 105,847 
registered architects in the United 

States. This represents a 0.24 percent 
increase in licensed architects from last 
year’s survey. Data were collected in fall 
2013 from the jurisdictions and reflects 

July 2012 through June 2013



Univ. Of TN - Neyland Stadium seats 102,500 
Beaver Stadium 107,300 

Michigan Stadium 109,900



The National Architectural Accrediting Board 
(NAAB) is the sole agency authorized to 
accredit US professional degree programs in 
architecture. 

There are currently 154 NAAB accredited 
professional programs in architecture 
housed in 123 institutions offering the 
Doctor of Architecture (1), Master of 
Architecture (95) or Bachelor of Architecture 
degree (58).





AIA Middle Tennessee – Nashville, TN
Nashville has a consolidated city–county government which includes six smaller municipalities in a two-tier system. As of the 
2010 census the population of Nashville, not including the semi-independent municipalities, stood at 601,222.[4] The population 
of Nashville as a whole, including all municipalities, was 626,681.[2] Nashville is the second largest city in Tennessee, after 
Memphis, and the fifth largest city in the Southeastern United States. The 2010 population of the entire 13-county Nashville 
metropolitan area was 1,589,934,[7] making it the largest Metropolitan Statistical Area in the state. The 2010 population of the 
Nashville-Davidson–Murfreesboro–Columbia combined statistical area, a larger trade area, was 1,670,890.
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nashville_metropolitan_area
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nashville,_Tennessee#cite_note-Census2010-7
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metropolitan_Statistical_Area
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Combined_statistical_area
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AIA Middle TN – Incubator of Supporting Organizations



Crazy Tornado in 1998
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We cannot stop natural disasters but we can 
arm ourselves with knowledge: so many lives 
wouldn't have to be lost if there was enough 
disaster preparedness.

Petra Nemcova



Incubator Programs

The Nashville Civic Design Center

Cumberland Region Tomorrow

Rebuilding Together Nashville

Cumberland River Compact

ReDiscover East Nashville Neighborhood Association









Collaborative Outcome – The Power of 10 Regional Summit







Tennessee Regions’ Roundtable Network

Leaders



Tennessee Regions’ Roundtable Network Resources

Contacts:

Dr. Bridget Jones
Executive Director, Cumberland Region Tomorrow
(615) 986-2699
bridget@cumberlandregiontomorrow.org
http://www.cumberlandregiontomorrow.org

Brett Schwartz
Program Manager, NADO Research Foundation
bschwartz@nado.org
http://www.nado.org

mailto:bridget@cumberlandregiontomorrow.org
http://www.cumberlandregiontomorrow.org/
mailto:bschwartz@nado.org
http://www.nado.org/
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